design process and as a result I am able to skillfully create functional pieces in multiple mediums.
I wanted to show people that I could achieve anything that I set my mind to by using the skills that I acquired from a Division I football career, as well as my years as an undergrad.
Using my creativity to manipulate different forms and design functional pieces gave me the same satisfaction as scoring a touchdown in front of thousands of fans in Kinnick Stadium. I had always been interested applying this to a career in architecture, but the University of Iowa doesn't have a specific program for architects. Balancing a similar major -Engineering-with 60 hours a week of football would have been impossible.
While interviewing multiple architecture firms, as well during my time working for SGGM Architects, I have learned that an architectural degree is not necessary to make an impact in the field. Rapid technological advancements, especially in computer modeling, have allowed me to not only work and design in programs that architects use, but to use them more efficiently.
I plan to use this opportunity to showcase my unique approach to designing architecture models and to demonstrate how modeling software advancements allow people without architecture degrees to plan, model and design spaces as effectively as those who do. I will also exhibit how ii inspiration does not come only from researching past architectural spaces, but can come from multiple design mediums that can inspire more daring and expressive architectural designs.
iii By becoming proficient in design programs like 3DS Max, AutoCAD, SketchUp and Revit, I was able to build a mental library of shortcuts, advanced design modeling skills, and problem solving techniques. These programs gave me the capability to take physical objects in a real space, break them down into simple geometry, and then design those objects accurately in a digital space. This allows me to manipulate those objects in multiple mediums with different functions.
My first design project at the University of Iowa propelled me in a direction where I would not only think of my designs as they pertained to the specific class, but how I could develop these designs into architectural spaces. The project was simple:
cube measuring 5" x 5" x 5". The cells would be stacked in 5 rows and five columns to create a wall surface.
Within these guidelines I wanted to create tension and the illusion of imbalance. I
wanted the onlooker to question how this structure could stabilize itself when stacked. I achieved this by mirroring two identical pieces on both axes. They consisted of two, I was attracted to the spiraling climb that my light fixture portrayed. This spiral effect gave me an opportunity to research how I could achieve this effect on a commercial space using more geometric shapes. By simply offsetting and slightly rotating the top piece of a standard box from is bottom piece; I could achieve a rotational upward slope when stacked. This rotation created a different vantage point from each floor.
At this point in the design process, I was able to achieve a structure where I enjoyed specific details but the overall configuration wasn't sound and the interpretation of the building as a whole was foggy. I began to pay attention to the intricacies of its space and to manipulate the forms into functional objects. I needed a motive behind my As my design began to evolve into a believable structure, I was becoming more and more comfortable with the software. I could perform tasks in half the time or faster than when I was first learning the software. I began to understand that sometimes there were multiple solutions to solving a problem. This included using multiple programs. I used the precision of AutoCAD and Revit to map out two dimensional floor plans and the fluidity of 3dsMax to extrude the two dimensional plans into a 3D piece where materials could be applied and renders could be taken.
Although I was becoming more familiar with the design programs I was using, I
was still fairly new to the process of designing a large scale structure. I used this time to perspectives. As I began working vertically, I detached the windows from the framework so they could be added to different layers. (Figure 19 ) By adding different objects to different layers I could easily select, move and add materials to the isolated objects.
Organizing my workflow allowed for efficient modeling. began extruding the framework faces to create more depth. I used a shell modifier on the framework to create this depth and added a simple plate steel material.
While creating volume in the framework, I left the windows as two dimensional faces; this would allow me to give off the impression of real glass, as well as offsetting it within the extruded framework. The segments used to make up the window were repeated triangular forms, which were characteristic of the entire form. Inspired by solar panels, I
wanted to use these segments to give off the impression that the glass was a series of triangular solar panels. Using my knowledge of the design program, I was able to extract those segments from the window frame and add the same shell modifier to them that I had used on the framework. By offsetting the extruded segments of the window frame with the two dimensional window I created a dynamic window frame. ( 
